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Abstract:

Architecture and Implementation of adaptive NoC to improve performance and power consumption is presented. On platforms hosting multiple applications, hardware variations and unpredictable workloads make
static design-time assignments highly sub-optimal e.g. in terms of power and performance. As a solution to
this problem, adaptive NoCs are designed, which dynamically adapt towards optimal implementation. This paper addresses the architectural design of adaptive NoC, which is an essential step towards design automation.
The architecture involves two levels of agents: a system level agent implemented in software on a dedicated
general purpose processor and the local agents implemented as microcontrollers of each network node. The
system agent issues specific instructions to perform monitoring and reconfiguration operations, while the local
agents operate according to the commands from the system agent. To demonstrate the system architecture,
best-effort power management with distributed voltage and frequency scaling is implemented, while meeting
run-time execution requirements. Four benchmarks (matrix multiplication, FFT, wavefront, and hiperLAN
transmitter) are experimented on a cycle-accurate RTL-level shared-memory NoC simulator. Power analysis
with 65nm multi-Vdd library shows a significant reduction in energy consumption (from 21 % to 36 %). The
synthesis also shows minimal area overhead (4 %) of the local agent compared to the original NoC switch.

1

INTRODUCTION

The many-core SoC (System-on-Chip) era has
come due to the constant shrinking of transistor sizes.
The state-of-the-art Network-on-Chip (NoC), as the
most promising on-chip parallel communication architecture, has a large number of integrated components (Truong et al., 2009; Howard et al., 2011). In
terms of technology scaling, thousand-core processor
will be feasible in the near future (Asanovic et al.,
2006).
The design of massively parallel NoC is strongly
challenged by the hardware and workload variations.
The hardware variations are generally characterized
by PVT (process, voltage, and thermal) variations
(Borkar et al., 2003), which all result in instability
and unpredictability of the hardware performance, in
terms of functional correctness, timing and power

consumption. The worst-case design based on the
biggest deviations requires large design margin, leading to low performance or increased power overhead
(Rabaey, 2007). In addition to these hardware variations, the run-time workloads on the NoC are also
highly diverse and unpredictable at the design time.
Scientific applications, radio processing, media processing, and various other types of applications are
expected on future many-core systems, for instance
smartphones (van Berkel, 2009). It is infeasible to
rely solely on design-time configuration for potential
workloads, especially when the mapping and scheduling are likely to be dynamic as well.
To deal with the hardware variations and unpredictable workloads, future NoCs should be made
“Self-Adaptive” (Salehie and Tahvildari, 2009) 1 its
1 Although

this paper is targeted at self-adaptive software, the general concept applies to the whole system.

status (self-awareness) and reconfigure system parameters (self-adaptation), in order to achieve the expected performance goals or seek possible optimization. Our previous work (Guang et al., 2010) proposes
a hierarchical agent monitoring system architecture
for generic parallel embedded system. It suggests that
several level of controllers shall be added with hierarchical scope and priorities, to provide both coarse
and fine-granular observability and reconfigurability.
Conceptually, agents are monitoring and reconfiguration functions, which can be realized as software,
hardware or a hybrid of both. The conventional NoC
platform, including data, memory and communication, is considered resources supervised by the agents.
This work presents the essential architecturallevel support for hierarchical agent monitored NoC, in
order to enable the design automation of self-adaptive
systems. In particular, the system agent, which determines the adaptive policy for the whole NoC, is
implemented as a software agent, with specific instructions designed for monitoring and reconfiguration operations. The local agents, which monitor and
reconfigure the local resources based on the command
from the system agent, are implemented as microcontrollers for each network node. The communication between agents are implemented on existing
NoC channels. The agents are fully integrated in a
RTL-level cycle-accurate NoC simulator with Leon 3
processing elements and distributed shared memory.
The system architecture is demonstrated with
best-effort per-core DVFS (dynamic voltage and frequency scaling), as a representative algorithm for
self-adaptive power and energy management. The
whole system is synthesized with 65nm multi-Vdd library. Four real benchmarks (matrix multiplication,
FFT, wavefront, and hiperLAN transmitter) are experimented with power and energy measurement to show
the effectiveness of the approach. The software and
hardware overheads are evaluated to show the scalability of the system architecture.

2

RELATED WORK

Most previous works are focused on specific algorithms or monitoring goals, including power consumption, thermal management or dependability issues. Works on systematic approaches of generic
monitoring and reconfiguration architecture are quite
limited.
(Ciordas, 2008) proposes a monitoring-aware system architecture and design flow for NoC. This
work focuses on hardware-based probes for transaction debugging and QoS (Quality-of-Service) provi-

sion. Our work, however, presents a SW/HW (software/hardware) co-design approach to the monitoring
and reconfiguration, with services for non-functional
design goals, such as power and energy consumption.
(Sylvester et al., 2006) is an early work presenting an adaptive system architecture, ElastIC, for
self-healing many-core SoC. Each core is designed
with observable and tunable parameters, for instance
power monitors. A centralized DAP (diagnostic and
adaptivity processing) unit dynamically tests and reconfigures cores of degraded performance. However
(Sylvester et al., 2006) does not explore in detail the
architectural support or the implementation of the system architecture.
A two-level controlling architecture is presented
in (Dafali and Diguet, 2009). A centralized configuration manager determines the management policies
of the whole network, while each local manager decides the reconfiguration based on the management
policies. (Dafali and Diguet, 2009) is only focused on
the design of self-adaptive network interface, without
the system-scale discussion on power efficiency nor
dependability.
Our previews work (Guang et al., 2010) proposes
the functional overview of hierarchical agent monitoring design paradigm. This work presents the
instruction-level architectural design and implementation specifically for NoC platforms. In particular,
both the system agent and local agents are designed
and implemented (down to the RTL-level) on a concrete NoC platform (Section 5.2), while (Guang et al.,
2010) only indicates the general principles of functional partition and implementation manner (software
or hardware) of agents.
(Hoffmann et al., 2010) presents a so-called
”heartbeat framework” or application to notify its performance “als and behaviors t” the platform observer,
and obtain actual performance. The progression of
the application is symbolized as a heartbeat. By monitoring the intervals between heartbeats, the platform
observer and the application can be aware of the system performance. We integrate this application labeling approach into our system architecture, where the
system agent monitors the application execution time
by checking the labeled timestamps.
Compared to these existing works, this paper
makes several major contributions:
• Dual-level agent monitoring with SW/HW codesign and synthesis is a scalable approach for
many-core systems with various monitoring and
reconfiguration services.
• Instruction-level architectural design enables the
system architecture to be integrated into NoC design flow.
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Figure 1: System Overview of Hierarchical Agent Monitored NoC

• RTL-level full system implementation (digital
parts) provides accurate power and area analysis
with 65nm multi-Vdd library.

4

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

The functions of system and local agents need to
be implemented as either software instructions, microcontrollers or hardware components. For software
agents, instructions are needed for monitoring and
reconfiguration operations. For microcontroller or
hardware-based agents, the micro-architecture to interface with the software agent and the local resources
needs to be designed.

4.1 Application Timestamps

3

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

To achieve self-adaptive NoC, we propose that an
intelligence layer shall be added upon the conventional NoC system architecture (Fig. 1). The layer is
composed of one system agent, which is the general
manager of all monitoring and reconfiguration operations, and distributed local agents, which are delegates of the system agent to actuate the operations.
In the meantime, the application shall be labeled with
timestamps to enable agent’s awareness of application progression (Section 4.1). The joint efforts of
the system and local agents realize the adaptivity of
the system, for example autonomous tradeoff between
power/energy and timing requirements of the application.
In terms of function, the agent layer is orthogonal
to the data computation. The underlying NoC backbone, regardless of the exact implementation (topology, routing, flow control or memory architecture),
performs the conventional data communication, while
the agent subsystem monitors the computation and
communication. The separation of agent services provides portability of the system architecture to different NoC platforms, thus leading to improved design
efficiency.

To enable the monitoring of applications, meta-data
needs to be added in the instructions, for instance to
denote the progression of the application. Fig. 2 gives
an example of adding timestamps in the applications.
In particular, the starting and finishing time of the application and the critical sections are labeled with special instructions, so that the occurrence of these events
can be monitored by the system agent.
As one alternative, these timestamps labeling instructions are implemented as memory write instructions. Specific data shall be written to a memory location of the system agent, to notify the occurrence
of the event. The allocation of the memory address
can be performed in the compilation process, which
is beyond the scope of the paper.

4.2 System Agent
The system agent works as the “general manager”
for monitoring and reconfiguration services. Dependent on the design requirement, the system agent shall
be responsible for task mapping, process scheduling,
run-time power management and fault tolerance. Due
to such diversity, the system agent is implemented as
a dedicated processor in NoC, so that the agent functions can be reloaded dynamically.
Generally speaking, the system agent monitors the
progression of applications and the system parameters, and reconfigures the system according to cer-
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tain adaptive algorithms. In detail, the system agent
first checks the start of the application (or a frame in
streaming applications), which is implemented as a
blocking memory read. The application will label the
timestamps when it starts (Section 4.1). To monitor a
certain parameter after the application starts, the system agent first issues a command to check the runtime value of the parameter. The command is written
to the memory location of the intended network node,
so that the corresponding local agent will receive the
command. In the similar manner, the system agent
can issue any number of parameter-checking commands, which are all implemented as non-blocking
memory writes. Afterwards, the system agent waits
on the report of the monitored parameters by the corresponding local agents (as memory writes; Section
4.3). These waiting operations are implemented as
blocking reads. When a certain read completes, the
system agent performs reconfiguration based on the
run-time parameter values. The waiting of multiple
parameters are parallel processes, since the parameters may be returned in random orders. When all required monitoring and reconfiguration operations are
finished, the system agent waits for the completion of
the application. However, in case one monitored parameter is the execution time of an application frame,
the monitoring operation may be finished after the
frame ends.
Table 1 lists the detailed C instructions (on a Leon
3 processor) on the system agent to implement monitoring and power management.

4.3 Local Agents
Local agents are distributed microcontrollers attached
to each network node. They actuate the monitoring
and reconfiguration operations as commanded by the
system agent. In particular, each local agent, upon
receiving the monitoring commands from the system
agent, reads the required parameters from the local resource (Fig. 4). Similarly, when receiving a reconfiguration command, it actuates the reconfiguration, for

instance by setting the power switch and frequency
generator. The interfaces to various parameters for
monitoring and reconfiguration are hardwired, so that
the network node can be used as a modularized component integrable into any NoC systems.
The implementation of local agents as microcontroller considers the tradeoff between performance,
flexibility and overhead. A software-based agent,
i.e. the system agent, has the largest flexibility
with higher operation latencies and larger area overhead. Purely hardware-based monitoring and reconfiguration circuit provides the fastest operation speed,
while changing its function requires reconfiguration
of the circuit itself. Microcode approach is a suitable
tradeoff between software and hardware-based design
(Chen et al., 2010), for local agents whose operations
are strictly based on the commands from the system
agent.

4.4 Architectural Integration
The agent intelligence layer is the architectural integration of the system agent and the distributed local
agents, with timestamp-labelled application (Fig. 5) .
The application programmers specify the timestamps of monitored events in the application, for instance the starting/end times of each frame. The system designers write software instructions for monitoring and reconfiguration operations with high-level
abstraction. These operations are sent to and implemented by local agents, which are microcontrollers
of each network node. The wrapping of the local
agent and the resource is design specific. For instance,
if parameters from both the processing element and
the router are needed for the monitoring and reconfiguration, the local agent is attached to the whole
node. Since the monitoring and reconfiguration are
infrequently issued compared to data communication
(Ciordas et al., 2008), we can reuse the existing NoC
interconnect for inter-agent communication. In particular, the inputs from a processing element and the

Table 1: Experimented Instructions for Monitoring and Power Management on System Agent (a Leon 3 processor)

Instruction
wait(memory location)
get load(row, column, switch)
reset load(row, column, switch)
set window(row, column, switch, windowsize)
set priority(row, column, switch, priority)
DVFS change(memory location, clk sel, vol sel)
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Figure 5: Integrating Hierarchical Agents as an Intelligence
Layer

local agent share the same router port, with the agent
having the higher priority in arbitration.
Due to the SW/HW co-design and modularized architectural integration, the agent intelligence layer is
highly scalable. The local agent wrapper can be applied to any NoC node (or a particular NoC component, e.g. router), and be used as a “building brick”
to construct a NoC of any size without incurring additional overhead. The software-based system agent,
on the other hand, can be written with various monitoring and reconfiguration instructions as needed for
the application.

5

SELF-ADAPTIVE POWER
MANAGEMENT

To demonstrate the effectiveness and overheads
of using dual-level agents, we have used best-effort

Function
Wait for the occurrence of an event (the application
writes the corresponding memory location)
Check the run-time workload of a particular switch
Refresh the workload record of a particular switch
Set the monitoring window
Set the priority of agent command in the network
arbitration
Change the voltage and frequency of a particular
switch (denoted by the memory location)

per-core DVFS on the existing NoC platform. Based
on the specified parameters (e.g. peak load and average load), the local agents trace run-time system
information. Upon the request of the system agent,
they return the recorded values. Depending upon
the provided information and the application performance constraints, the system agent adjusts the voltage and/or frequency to optimize the power and energy consumption.

5.1 Best-effort Per-Core DVFS
(BEPCD)
The adaptive power management using distributed
DVFS with run-time application performance monitoring, abbreviated as BEPCD, is illustrated in Fig.
6. P, S, LT, F and Ts represent processor, switch,
low traffic switches (the switch with the lowest workload), switch frequency and threshold time (the application latency), respectively. The terms inside parenthesis represent the function to be performed on the
entity to the left (e.g. P(any) starts? means if any
of the processors starts). Simply put, the process is
performed in three steps: (i) the initialization of voltage and frequency of each switch and the setting of
application latency requirement, (ii) run-time tracing
of the workload of each switch and the application latency (Section 4.2), (iii) if the latency is lower than
the constraint, DVFS is applied to the switch with the
lowest workload.

5.2 NoC Infrastructure
An in-house cycle-accurate RTL-level NoC simulator (Jean-Michel Chabloz, 2012) is used for experiments. The simulator is based on Nostrum architecture (nos, ), with X-Y dimension-order routing and
deflection routing (when contention is encountered).
Each processing element is a Leon 3 processor as a
fully synthesizable IP block. Distributed shared mem-

Table 2: Voltage frequency pairs

Voltage
(V)
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1

Figure 6: Per-Core DVFS for Best-effort Power Management with Run-time Performance Monitoring

ory is used, with distributed memory controller attached to each network node. Each router or processing element can be configured with different voltage and frequency values. Such a module is equipped
with its own clock generation unit, which is fully implemented in the simulator. It is also equipped with
the interfaces (power switch) to connect to different
power grids for run-time voltage scaling, as presented
in (Truong et al., 2009). The power switch is only
emulated as a latency module since it is an analog
circuit. A conservative voltage switching delay of
27ns (Jean-Michel Chabloz, 2012) is set in the simulator, which is larger than the delay measured on a
real NoC prototype ((Truong et al., 2009); less than
20ns). To support such fine-grained power island,
the NoC infrastructure adopts globally ratiochronous
locally synchronous (GRLS) clocking (Chabloz and
Hemani, 2010). In particular, all clocks on the chip
run at frequencies which are submultiple of a certain
FH . This restriction achieves a significant simplification in the implementation of synchronizes with low
latency and overhead. Synchronizing registers (4 flipflops per data line) are used between two different
clock regions to reduce metastability, as suggested in
(Chabloz and Hemani, 2010).

5.3 Experiment Setup
To identify the voltages and their corresponding supported frequencies, the switches were synthesized using Synopsys design compiler for 65 nm multi-Vdd
technology (Table 2). The technology supports voltages from 1.1 V to 1.32 V. The synthesis results reveal
that the routers are capable of supporting up to 300
MHz frequency at 1.32 V and up to 200 MHz frequency at 1.1 V. Based on GRLS clocking in the NoC
platform (Section 5.2), the allowable frequencies are

Frequency
(MHz)
400
300
200
400
300
200
100
50
40
20

Timing constraints
violated
met
met
violated
violated
met
met
met
met
met

300, 200, 100, 50, 40, and 20 MHz (exact divisors of
FH = 600MHz, least common multiplier of 300MHz
and 200MHz).
Four applications (matrix multiplication, FFT,
wavefront, and hiperLAN transmitter) are mapped on
a 3x3 mesh-based NoC. The absence of DSPs in existing NoC platform prevents us from meeting the deadline (4 µs/frame) of hiperLAN transmitter. Thus we
set the deadline as the minimal latency of the application on the NoC platform (39 µs) , when all routers
are configured with the highest frequency.
To analyze the power and energy consumption, the
switching activity files are generated for each application from Cadence NCSim. The NoC routers are synthesized using 65 nm multi-Vdd library. The power
analysis is performed by Synopsys design compiler
on the synthesized NoC routers with the generated
switching activity files.

5.4 Experiment Result
Four benchmarks (matrix multiplication, FFT, wavefront, and hiperLAN) were experimented with
BEPCD algorithm. Initially, the system agent assigned max frequency (300 MHz) and voltage (1.32
V) to all switches. At each iteration, the application
execution time was monitored and if it did not violate
the timing deadline, the next lower voltage/frequency
pair from Table 2 was assigned to the lowest traffic
switch (in terms of peak load in a time window of 40
cycles).
Tables 3, 4, 6, and 5 show the energy and power
savings of each of the four benchmarks. In the tables, the second column shows the switch number
which changes its voltage/frequency followed by ”f”
or ”vf”. ”f” indicates a frequency change, while ”vf”
shows that both the voltage and frequency change.
The power and energy trends for each of the four
applications are clearly depicted in Figure 7. It is seen

Table 3: Energy and power savings for matrix multiplication
Iteration

Switch

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1vf
3vf
3f
3f
3f
1f
2vf
2f
2f
2f

Time
(ns)
105834
105834
106808
107415
112134
116373
101815
108774
113100
111134
111467

Energy
(mJ)
1.73
1.67
1.26
1.21
1.25
1.27
1.11
1.92
1.17
1.15
1.57

Power
mW
16.35
15.84
11.84
11.31
11.20
10.99
10.97
16.96
10.41
10.38
10.38

Energy saving
%
0
3.11
26.90
29.78
27.39
26.07
35.46
31.11
31.97
33.32
33.12

Power savings
%
0
3.11
27.56
30.82
31.46
32.76
32.91
32.97
36.34
36.50
36.53

Table 4: Energy and power savings for FFT
Iteration

Switch

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3vf
3f
3f
1vf
1f
1f
2vf
2f
2f

Time
(ns)
381615
381615
381615
381616
377320
430525
381616
381616
381154
376549

Energy
(mJ)
17.40
15.87
15.67
14.10
13.66
15.54
16.69
13.69
13.68
12.01

Power
mW
45.61
41.60
41.07
36.96
36.21
36.11
35.89
35.89
35.89
31.89

Energy saving
%
0
8.78
9.95
18.95
21.49
10.68
21.29
21.29
21.39
30.99

Power savings
%
0
8.78
9.95
18.95
20.59
20.83
21.29
21.29
21.29
30.06

that as a consequence of BEPCD, the NoC quickly iterates towards the minimum power for each of the application. If the targeted switch is present in the critical path, as expected, the application execution time
(AET) increases with a decrease in voltage/frequency
(iteration 3 to 6 and 7 to 9 in Table 3, iteration 2 and 4
in Table 6). The AET remains unaffected if the switch
does not come in the critical path (Table 5, iteration 6
to 13 Table 6). In some situations, the memory contention is reduced with voltage/frequency decrease,
then AET may also decrease (iteration 7 and 10 Table 3, iteration 7 and 10 in table 4, and iteration 3 in
Table 6 ).
The BEPCD performs iterations only till the application meets deadline. To cater for the sudden
changes in time (iteration 6 in Table 4) resulting from
massive memory contention (iteration 6 Table 4), the
algorithm performs an additional iteration to check if
a further reduction in frequency would reduce time.
If no reduction is encountered, switch is reverted to
original frequency and no further DVFS commands
are given. The plots confirm clearly significant advantages of our proposed strategy (from 21% to 33%
decrease in energy and from 21% to 36% decrease in
power consumption).

Table 5: Energy and power savings for HiperLAN
Iteration

Switch

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1vf
3vf
3f
3f
3f
1f
-

Time
(ns)
39000
39000
39000
39000
39000
39000
39000
39000
39000
39000
39000
39000

Energy
(mJ)
1.77
1.62
1.60
1.44
1.42
1.42
1.41
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40

Power
mW
45.61
41.60
41.07
37.06
36.54
36.42
36.21
35.90
35.90
35.90
35.90
35.90

Energy saving
%
0
8.78
9.95
18.73
19.88
20.13
20.59
21.29
21.29
21.29
21.29
21.29

Power savings
%
0
8.78
9.95
18.73
19.88
20.13
20.59
21.29
21.29
21.29
21.29
21.29

Table 6: Energy and power savings for wavefront
Iteration

Switch

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3vf
3f
3f
-

Time
(ns)
91970
110234
106529
110294
110294
110294
110294
110294
110294
110294

Energy
(mJ)
1.51
1.37
1.28
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.32

Power
mW
16.50
12.50
12.03
11.97
11.97
11.97
11.97
11.97
11.97
11.97

Energy saving
%
0
9.15
15.51
12.96
12.96
12.96
12.96
12.96
12.96
12.96

Power savings
%
0
31.94
37.09
37.79
37.79
37.79
37.79
37.79
37.79
37.79

At 300 MHz frequency with 1.32 V operating
voltage, Synopsys design compiler shows an area of
1459 µm2 for each local agent, which is negligible (4
%) as compared to the router area (33806 µm2 ). The
local agent does not contribute to any timing overhead as it is not present in the critical path of the
switch. Concerning the software overhead of the system agent, it only amounts to 279 lines of C code on
Leon 3 processor for the BEPCD algorithm.
We can see from the overhead analysis that, duallevel agent monitoring incurs minimal hardware area
overhead and software instruction overhead. Thus the
system architecture is scalable to large-sized NoCs

5.5 Overhead Analysis
To evaluate the overhead of the dual-level agent intelligence layer, we need to analyze the area overhead
of microcontroller-based local agent (Fig. 4) and the
instruction overhead of software-based system agent
(Fig. 3).

Figure 7: Energy and power comparison for (a) matrix multiplication, (b) FFT, (c) wavefront, and (d) hiperLAN

with a diversity of monitoring and reconfiguration
functions.

6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

We have presented the design and implementation
of a generic and scalable self-adaptive NoC architecture. The system is monitored and reconfigured by
dual-level agents with SW/HW co-design and synthesis. The system agent is implemented in software,
with high-level instructions tailored for issuing adaptive operations. The local agent is attached to each
network node and implemented as a microcontroller.
The local agent provides tracing and reconfiguration
of the local circuit parameters, based on the run-time
adaptation commands from the system agent. The
dual-level agents make a joint effort to achieve the
performance goals of the application, where the monitored events are labeled with timestamps. The separation of the intelligence layer from NoC infrastructure makes the approach generic and improves the design efficiency. The SW/HW co-design and synthesis
effectively reduces the hardware overhead while offering flexibility for adaptive operations.
We demonstrated the effectiveness and the scalability of the system architecture with best-effort dynamic power management using distributed DVFS. In
this case study, the application execution time and the
run-time workloads of all routers are directly monitored by the agents. The router with the lowest workload will be switched to a lower voltage and/or frequency when there is a positive slack of application
latency (per frame/stream). The experiments were
performed with four benchmarks (matrix multiplication, FFT, wavefront, and hiperLAN transmitter), on a
cycle-accurate RTL-level NoC simulator. With 65nm
multi-Vdd library for synthesis and power analysis,
we showed that the adaptive power management saves
up to 33% energy and up to 36% power. The hardware
overhead of each local agent is only 4% of a router
area.
In the future work, we will present a complete design chain for the system architecture, including application mapping, scheduling followed by run-time
monitoring and reconfiguration. The inter-agent communication shall also be provided with guaranteed
services.
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